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Complex, dynamic system – human behaviour as the greatest source of 
uncertainty (Fulton et al. 2011)

‘‘Often, behaviour proceeds in a direction opposite to that predicted! 
Such seems to be the case in many areas of fishery policy.”

Maiolo and Orbach (1982)

Amplifying or dampening

Transferable lessons?
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Fisheries & human behaviour



Understanding behaviour

Optimal/rational behaviour - maximising economic gains

e.g. fishers invest in new technology/fish illegally if profitable

Rational (but sometimes unexpected!) responses to policy

e.g. quotas  discarding excess/low-grade fish

…typically only partly explain behaviour, miss socially-driven behaviour

Anthropology & sociology
Individuals embedded in social systems, cultures and traditions
Influenced by attitudes/expectations of others – social norms
Fishing is competitive AND cooperative

Political science
Quality of management & governance processes 
Equity of outcomes



Spatial behaviour

Behaviour influenced by social norms, 
informal rules and expectations

• Gentleman’s agreements

• Territorial behaviour

• ‘Communities at sea’



Social networks and information flow

Dynamics of social networks 
can influence behaviour

Fishers (selectively) share 
information about where and 
when to fish

More central more 
successful

Uptake of new practices, 
innovations, conservation 
measures

Fisher communication networks in NE UK
Circles represent fishers - size indicates fishing success
Arrows and lines indicate direction of communication 



Seeking help or advice

Social norms associated with 
masculinities – independence, 
bravery, strength

Why don’t fishers access healthcare?

“…the trouble is that if they have 
time off work, it’s clearly visible to 
other people. If the boat’s not at sea, 
people want to know why … and they 
are very proud and stubborn and 
competitive”

(Focus group discussion, Cornwall)
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I keep my feelings and
worries to myself

I don’t like asking for 
help

I can look after myself

I don’t want to be seen 
as weak

% fishers



Support for & compliance with rules

Legitimacy of process & outcomes

Fishers’ support for rules in Great Barrier Reef Marine 
Park influenced by: 

• Trust in governing bodies 
• Perceive competence
• Fairness of outcomes



Perceiving and responding to risk

Socially constructed – in the context of other risks

Nature of the risk – climate change psychologically distant and unknown

Perceived ability to respond – “The very nature of our job is that you have to 
deal with the unexpected constantly”

Social norms – emphasis on bravery, fearlessness, ability to cope

Katherine Maltby – PhD student, UoE



Costs of adaptation or behaviour change

Adaptability is importance to the 
resilience of social-ecological systems

BUT - ability to adapt to change doesn’t 
always improve individual wellbeing

New insights into behaviour – motivated 
by pursuit of wellbeing

“I went to the doctors and he said if 
you carry on the way you’re going, by 

the time you’re 50, you’re going to 
have a major heart attack”

Interviews with fishers in Cornwall, UK

“I lost my identity and all 
my history was in fishing.”



How do resource user responses amplify 
or dampen the problems? 

What social norms, informal rules and 
expectations influence behaviour?

What are the characteristics of 
management/policy interventions and 
are these perceived as legitimate?

How do resource users perceive various 
risks – to livelihoods, health, the 
environment? 

What are the costs of behaviour change 
or adaption to human wellbeing?

Thank you


